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1. Introduction. In this paper we relate various classical problems in the
theory of quadratic forms and in the theory of unitary representation theory
of solvable groups. Let us give some indication of the problems we have in
mind. In the following section these problems will be made more precise.
Let F(XX, X2) = aX\ + ßXxX2 + yX\ be an integral binary quadratic
form. We are primarily concerned with the case when F(XX, X2) is a nondegenerate form whose discriminant is not a perfect square. The reasons for
this restriction will be made clear below. For an integer u it is a classical
problem to investigate the integral solutions n = (nx, n2)EZ2 of the equation F(XX, X2) = v. The number of 'nonassociated' integral solutions of this
equation has been of central interest in the study of quadratic forms. To be
concise we shall call this problem the multiplicity problem of the form
F(XX, X2). As is well known, this problem is closely related to the problem
of computing the class number of a quadratic field.
Let S be a solvable Lie group. We consider a unitary representation
denoted by R of S on some Hubert space V. In the situation we have in
mind, V decomposes into a countable direct sum V = 2„ez © Vn of R-invariant and irreducible subspaces Vn of V. We make this assumption in all
that follows. An arbitrary irreducible representation S of 5 is said to occur
in R whenever there is an R-invariant and irreducible subspace W of V such
that S is unitarily equivalent to R\W. By R\W v/e mean the unitary representation of S defined by restricting the operators Rs of V to the space
W. In any direct sum decomposition of V into R-invariant and irreducible
subspaces, the number of times a given irreducible representation of S occurs
as a direct summand is independent of the direct sum decomposition. We call
this number the multiplicity of the given irreducible representation in R. In
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general, it may be infinite, but in our cases it will always be finite. The multiplicity problem for the unitary representation R is the investigation of the

multiplicity.
A closely related question is to determine whether there is any preference
in the various direct sum decompositions of V into invariant and irreducible
subspaces. For the Heisenberg groups this question has been investigated in [1].
A special feature of the multiplicity problem in our situation is that the
solution of the multiplicity problem is found by explicitly finding a direct sum
decomposition for the unitary representation. The Hilbert space V will be a
function space closely related to the given solvable group S. The internal
structure of the group S is then employed directly to find such a decomposition. For greater details and generaltiy see [1].
The main topic of this paper is to associate to a binary integral quadratic
form, at least of the kind mentioned previously, a solvable group and a unitary
representation of this solvable group. The multiplicity problem of the form is
then seen to be equivalent to the multiplicity problem of the corresponding
unitary representation. Loosely speaking, the solvable group is constructed in
such a way as to contain information about the automorphs or unit group of
the form, and the representation constructed uses that information to reformulate
the multiplicity problem of the form in terms of the multiplicity problem for
the representation. This investigation is carried out in §2.
The relationship between binary quadratic forms and quadratic fields indicates another method clearly equivalent to attaching fields which motivates
the construction in §3. In this case a solvable group and a unitary representation are attached to a real quadratic field. Analogous to the previous situation,
the solvable group contains information about the group of units of the real
quadratic field and their action of this group as a group of linear automorphisms
of the field. The ideals of the quadratic field, more specifically, the fractional
ideals, pick out in a natural fashion a particular direct sum decomposition for
the corresponding unitary representation.
Finally, in §4, we associate to a real quadratic field "the Laplacian" (see
[2]) of the corresponding unitary representation. As indicated by Theorem 2.3
of [2], the eigenvalues of the Laplacian may play a role in the structure of
the given real quadratic field.
The author wishes to thank John Brezin for his many helpful discussions
and suggestions. Also to be thanked is the Institute of Advanced Study at
Princeton for the opportunity of spending a year in relative peace.

2. Preliminaries. In this section we review some of the notions of
quadratic form theory and unitary presentation theory needed for what follows.
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A reader familiar with both topics can easily skip to the next section as nothing
but the most elementary facts are required.
Let V be the space of all real binary quadratic forms. For F(XX, X2) aX\ + ßXxX2 + yX\ in V, the symmetric matrix, also denoted by F, defined

by

7,
\(3/2

«2\
7/

is called the matrix of the quadratic form F(XX, X2). The determinant d =
det F is called the determinant of the form. The quadratic form F is called
singular or nonsingular as d = 0 or d ¥=0 respectively. Conversely, if F ■
(ß/2 ßy2) ÍS a rea^ symmetric 2 by 2 matrix then the expression

F(XX, X2) = X'FX,

where X=[

and X' = (XXX2)

is its transpose, defines a binary quadratic form, and F is the matrix of the
quadratic form. In this way there is a vector space isomorphism from the space
of all real binary quadratic forms onto the space of all real 2 by 2 symmetric
matrices. We shah assume without explicit comment this identification in all
that follows. The group SL(2, R) of real 2 by 2 matrices of determinant 1
with real coefficients acts on the space V according to the following rule. For
TE SJJ2, R) and F in F we put FT equal to the quadratic form with
matrix TFT, where T denotes the transpose of T.
For any F in V we define the orthogonal group of F to be the collection of all T in SL(2, R) satisfying FT = F. It is a classical result that the
orthogonal group of F is an abelian algebraic group of dimension 1. In fact
it is easy to show that there is a nonsingular matrix S such that S'FS = E=
(¿ i) or (¿ -1)- Then the orthogonal group of F is conjugate to the orthogonal group of F. Thus we may just as well assume that F= (0 x) or (¿ ^x).
In the first case the orthogonal group of F is given by (_"b a6), where a2 +
b2 = 1, and in the second case the orthogonal group of F is given by (ab *),
where a2 —b2 = 1. Both are clearly abelian. The first is isomorphic to the
circle and, hence, has dimension 1. The second is isomorphic to the hyperbola
x2 - y2 = 1 and, hence, consists of two components each having dimension 1.
Suppose now that F is an integral binary quadratic form, i.e., F(XX, X2)
= aX\ + bXxX2 + cX\, where a, b, c are all integers. Let G be the orthogonal group of F. By the unit group of F, also called the group of automorphs of F, we mean the group Gz of all integral matrices in. G. Clearly
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Gz is a discrete subgroup of G. We shall now assume in ah*that follows that
—4c?is not the square of some integer, where as before d = det F. We state
the following well-known theorem for future reference.

Theorem A Let F be an integral binary quadratic form. We assume
that F is a nondegenerate form and —Ad is not the square of some integer.
Then G/Gz is compact.
Although we shall not prove this classical theorem we want to discuss a
few facts about it. In case d < 0 there is nothing to prove since G is compact. The form X2 - Y2 has a noncompact orthogonal group and finite unit
group. Thus the condition that —Ad not be a perfect square is certainly necessary. Under this latter assumption the fact that G/Gz is compact may be
viewed as the classical theorem of Dirichlet on the group of units of a quadratic field. For further reference see [4].
We shall now discuss the tools needed from representation theory. What
is essential for our purposes is simply a criterion for determining when a given
unitary representation of a particular kind of solvable Lie group is irreducible.
For a reference to the general theory see [3].
Let G be a locally compact topological group given as the semidirect
product G = N^.H, where A is an abelian group and H is an arbitrary
group. Let x be a character on N. We say that the character x has property
(P) whenever the following condition is satisfied.

fp.

For every h in H, x ^ x". where x" is the character of N
defined by Xh(x) = x(h~xxh) for all x in N.

The representations of G which we are interested in come from inducing
from characters on N. In fact in our case all the irreducible representations of
G can be described as representations induced from characters on N. Let us
recall the definition of induced representations in our special case. If x is a
character of N, then the induced representation Iß1 of G coming from x

is defined by the rule

£/*(«,«)(/)(«") - X(h(n))f(h +h),

hEH,

where n is in A, « is in H and / is in L2(H). Note that the space of the
representation is L2(H). We now state the following special case of a theorem

of Mackey.
Theorem Mj. Let G be a locally compact topological group given as the
semidirect product G = N<$H, where N is an abelian group and H is any
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group. Let x be a character on N having property (P). 77ze« the induced
representation U* of G coming from x is an irreducible representation.
The second fact from representation theory is some procedure to determine
when two representations of a group G are unitarily equivalent. In particular,
we shall want to know when two induced representations are unitarily equivalent. Again the source is Mackey [3].

Theorem Mj. Let G be a locally compact topological group given as a
semidirect product G = N <$H, where N is an abelian group and H is an
arbitrary group. Let X\ >X2 be tw° characters on N both satisfying property
(P) and let UXl and UX2 be the corresponding induced representations coming from Xi and X2 respectively. Then whenever Xi = X2 for some h in
H, the corresponding induced representations UXl and UX2 are unitarily
equivalent.
Summarizing, we have that inducing to G characters on N having property (P) givesirreducible representations of G, and, further, if two such characters Xi and X2 °f N are on the same 'ZZ-orbit', i.e., Xi = X* for some
h in H, then the corresponding induced representations of G, UXl and iß2,
are unitarily equivalent.

3. Quadratic forms and representation theory. In this section we associate
to an integral binary quadratic form F(XX, X2) a solvable Lie group S and a
discrete uniform subgroup L of S. The main result relates the multiplicity
problem of the form F to the multiplicity problem of the right regular representation of S on L2(L\S).

Let F(XX, X2) = aX\ + bXxX2 + cX\ be an integral binary quadratic
form. Denote the orthogonal group of F by G and the unit group of F by
Gz. Then, under the assumptions on F stated above, we have that G\GZ is
compact. Define the solvable group S = R2 -$. G and the subgroup L = Z2
<£ Gz. The semidirect product is defined relative to the natural action of G
on R2 as a group of linear isomorphisms of R2 relative to the standard basis
(1, 0) and (0, 1) of R2. Since G/Gz is compact, it is clear that L\S is
compact. Hence, L is a discrete uniform subgroup of S. There is a unique
probability measure on the Borel sets in L\S which is invariant under the
action of S on L\S by right translations. Fixing Dx = the unit square in
R2 as the fundamental domain for R2/Z2 and D2 as the fundamental domain
for G\GZ, we fix this measure so that the measure of Dx and D2 is one.

Define the Hubert space 1/ = L2(L\S) of square integrable functions on L\S
relative to this measure. It is a standard fact that
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\f%= fDJD2\f(x'0\2dtdx
for all / in 1/. Denote by R the right regular representation of 5 on 1/
given by Rsf(Ls~) = f(Lss~) for all s and I in S. Clearly the invariance of
the measure under right translations by S implies that R is a unitary representation of S on L2(L\S). We also require notation for the left regular representation of S on the space of functions defined on S. Set (Lsf)(s) = /(s_1s),
where s and s" are in S and / is a function on S. The space 1/ can be
identified with the collection of all functions f on S such that Lsf = / for
all s in L, and / considered as a function on L \S is in 1/.
Let W be the space of all expressions

f(x, t) = Z

fjt) exp{2îri«• x},

nBZ2

where the fjt)
conditions.

me taken to be functions on G which satisfy the following

1. fjs + t) =/í'(„)(í)

for all s in Gz and í in G. The multiplication

in G has been written additively.

2- *neZ2fD2m\2dt<°°.
The space W is made into a Hubert space by the following inner product.
For

f(x, 0 = Z

Z"«(0exP i27"" * *} and #(*>0 = Z

nez2

8„(t) exp {2mn • x},

nez2

we set

«*)-nez¿
z LmTM*'
It follows from [2] that the space 1/ can be identified with W. The
identification is established as follows. Let / be in I/. For each t in G the
map x —>f(x, t) defines a square integrable function on T2 = R2/Z2. Define

fjt) = f 2 f(x, t) exp {- 2rri«• x} dx.
Then since Lsf = f for all s in Z,, it is easy to see that the functions fjt)
of G satisfy condition 1 in the definition of W. From

it follows that

1/1 - l/*l 2 2
u

L2(r2XG/Gz)
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where/* is the function on the product of the groups T2 and G/Gz defined
from the restriction of / to Dx and to D2. Since

fjt) = f 2 f*(x, t) exp {- 2mn• x} dx
for all « in Z2 it follows that

"C- z Sd i/-(oi2*.
nez2

The process is clearly reversible.
Thus the map /—► S
2/„(f)exp{27rz« • x} is a isometry of the Hubert space 1/ onto the Hubert space W. We shall without explicit comment
make this identification in ah that follows. In particular, the representation
R of 5 on 1/ becomes the unitary representation of S on W given as

follows:

%,f)

[ Z

/„(0 exp {2-nin• x}^

Uz2
=Z

fjt + T) exp {2mt'(n) • x } exp {2m« • x}

nez2

for all (x, T) in 5.
For any integer v ¥=0, set A(u) = {« G Z2 : F(n) = u}. The following
weU-known lemma implies that every point of A(v) lies on the same G-orbit.
Lemma 2. Take x in R2 and v in Rx such that F(x) = v. Then

G • x = {t(x): t in G} = {y ER2: F(y) = v}.
Proof. There is no loss in generality assuming that F = (¿ j) or
F = (¿ _*}). In the first case the orthogonal group G of F is given by

G = CLb *), where a2 + b2 = 1. Then if y = (yx,y2) in R2 satisfies F(y)
= v, we can form the matrix

which clearly is in G and takes (1, 0) onto y. The second case is treated
in exactly the same way.
Let v # 0 be an integer. Define H(v) to be the space of all expressions 2„eA(u)/n(r)exp {27:/« • x} where the fjt) are taken to be functions
on G which satisfy the following two conditions.
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1. fjs + t)=fs.,n-.(t)

for all « in A(v), s in Gz and r in G.

2- 2„eA(u)/D2i/„(r)i2A<oo.

Lemma 3. The space H(v) is an R-invariant subspace of \J and V =

Proof.

Clearly H(v) is a subspace of I/. Let

fix, t) = ¿2

f„(?) exp {2m«• x}

neAiv)

and (x, 7) be in S. Then
(RfJ ,-,/)(*. t)=

£

/„(' + 7) exp {2mr'(«) • x} exp {2m« • x}.

neA(u)

Setting gjt) =fjt

+ 7) exp {2nit'(n) * 3c}we get that

(Rix F) f^x' 0 ' '

Z

gjt) exp {2m«• x},

neAiv)

where the functions gn satisfy conditions 1 and 2 above. The statement that
1/ = 2 © H(v) follows immediately after noting that Z2 is the disjoint union
of the sets A(u) and the definition of the space I/.
The space H(v) will be called the nth multiplicity space. The remainder
of the section is devoted to showing that H(v) is a multiplicity space in the
sense of [2], i.e. it is the direct sum of a finite number of unitarily equivalent
subspaces, and to relate this number to the form F.
The group Gz acts on Z2 and takes A(v) onto itself. Hence we can
consider the space of Gz-orbits of A(u), which we denote by A(v)/Gz. Set
r(v) = the number of elements in A(v)/Gz.
Let « j, • • •, nr(u) be a complete system of representatives in A(v) of
A(v)/Gz. Thus A(v) is the disjoint union of the sets Gz • nx, • • •, Gz •
nr(v)> where Gz • n= {T(n): TE Gz} denotes the Gz-orbit at «.
The following definition takes into account the fact that for an expression

/= 2 z2fjt)exp {2nin • x} to be in I/, the functions /„ are related solely
on Gz-orbits.
For each ; = 1, • • •, r(v) define the subspace H(v, j) to consist of the
collection of all functions f in M given by

/=

Z

f*(t + s) exp {2ms'(«/)• x},

secz

where f*(t) is in L2(G).
Lemma 4. 77ie space H(v, /) is an R-invariant subspace of H(v) independent of the choice of n¡ in Gz • «... Also we have H(v) = £2y © H(v, j).
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Proof.
Clearly H(v, /') is a subspace of H(v) and is independent of the
choice of n¡ in Gz • n¡. To prove that H(v, f) is R-invariant take (x, 7) in

S and

/(*.') = Z

f*(t + s) exp {2ms'(nj)• x}

s&Gz

with f*(t) in L2(G). Assume that f(x, t) is in H(v, j). It follows that

(R(x,r/)(*' 0 = 21 g*0 + s) exp^m's'fy) • x},
jeGz

where #*(r) =/*(r + F)exp {2mt'(n¡) • x). Clearly g*(r) is in 1(G). Thus
the lemma is verified once we note that A(v) is the disjoint union of the
Gz-orbits as mentioned before.
The next step is to show that each of the R-invariant subspaces H(v, j)
is an R-invariant and irreducible subspace of H(v).
Lemma 5. For each v =£0 in Z and j = 1, • • •, r(v) the space H(v, j)
is an R-invariant and irreducible subspace of H(v).

Proof. The lemma proceeds in two steps. Firstly using Theorem Mt
we construct an irreducible representation of S. Then we construct an intertwining operator between this irreducible representation of S and R|ZZ(u,/),
i.e., restriction of the operators of the representation R to H(v, j). For a
more general discussion see [2].
Let x be the character of R2 defined by x(*) = exp {27tz'h
• • x} for
all x in R2. We claim that x has property (P) with respect to S and, hence,
the representation IP1 of S induced by x is irreducible. To see that x has
property (?) suppose that t is in G and satisfies xf ■ X- This implies that

X(t(x)) = exp {2m'«;.• t(x)} = exp {2itit'(nj) • x} = exp {2m«y • x} = x(x)

for all x in R2. Then f(«;.)= n¡.
Choose t in GL(2, R), the group of nonsingular 2 by 2 matrices over

R, suchthat 7 = Tir-1 = (¿ *), where x ^ 0 in R. Then since tFt' = F,
we have JFJ' = F, where F = tFt . We have to assume that the form F is
nonsingular, hence F is nonsingular. Write

Then from tFt =F

we get 7 = j3 = 0, which contradicts the nonsingularity
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of F. Thus x has property (P). Hence the representation Iß of S acting
on the Hubert space L2(G), given by

(£/*-,0/0(0= exp {2mr'(«/• *)}/(' + O
for all / in L2(G) and (x, 7) in S, is irreducible.
Next we note that the map V(v,j): L2(G) —*■
H(v, /) defined by

(V(v,f)f)(x,t)=

£

f(t + s) exp {2iris'(nj)• x}

secz
for all / in L2(G) and (x, t) in S is an intertwining operator for R|ZZ(u,/)
and Uxni. Thus H(v, /') is an R-invariant and irreducible subspace of H(v).

Theorem 1. Let F be a nonsingular integral binary quadratic form. We
assume that —Ad, where d is the determinant of F, is not a perfect square.
Let G be the orthogonal group of F and Gz the unit group of F. Set S =
R2 ■$G, L=Z2 ■$GZ and R equal to the right regular representation of S
on I/. For each integer v¥=0 choose an « in Z2 such that F(n) = v. Then
the space H(v, n) of functions f in V of the form

f(x,t)=

¿2 f*(t + s) exp {2ms'(«)• x}
seGz

is an R-invariant and irreducible subspace of 1/ such that the multiplicity of
R\H(v, n) in R is r(v), the number of integral solutions of F(x) = v in

Z2IGZ.
In particular, if nx, • • •, nr,v\ define a complete system of representa-

tivesfor A(v)/Gz then 1/ = 2„ © (S^Z/fy«,.)).
Proof. The theorem follows immediately from the preceding two lemmas
and Theorem M2.
We also note that Theorem 1 could be modified to be a statement about
the multiplicity of the irreducible representation induced from the character
exp' {2m« • x} in R. We leave this equivalent formulation to the reader.
There are several simple variations possible in the preceding theorem
which we now take note of. For example, assuming the situation in Theorem 1
since G\GZ is compact, it follows that G°¡GZ O G° is also compact. The
above theorem can then be modified by letting G° and G° D Gz play the
roles of G and Gz respectively.
We close this section by giving two examples.
1. Let F(X) = X\ + X\. Then the orthogonal group of F is given by
G = (a_b *), where a2 + b2 = 1. The unit group is given by
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Hence S = R2 <T and L = Z2 <GZ. For each of the integers v and n in
Z2 satisfying F(n) = n\ + n\ = v, the space H(v, «) is given by the collection of all functions / of the form

f(x, t) = Z

f*(t 4-s) exp {2ms'(«)• x},

seoz

where f* is in L2(T). The multiplicity of R|ZZ(u,n) in R equals Vax the
number of integral solutions of F(X) = v.
A possible variation is to let S = R2 <$.T as before, but set L = Z2.
Then for v in Z and n in Z2 chosen so that F(«) = v, the space H(v, n)
is now the collection of all functions / of the form f(x, t) = /*(r)exp {2m« • x},
where /* is in L2(T) and the multiplicity of R|ZZ(u,n) in R is the number
of integral solutions of F(X) = v.

2. Let F(X) = X\- XXX2- X\. Since A = (\ \) is in Gz, the unit
group of F, and since det A = 1 and the eigenvalues of A are real and positive, it follows that G°, the connected component of the identity of G, the
orthogonal group of F, is the one parameter subgroup through A. We recall
that G has dimension one and G° is a subgroup of index two in G. Moreover, it is easy to show that A generates Gz C\G°. Let A denote the group

generatedby A. Set S = R2 <G° and L = Z2 <Â. Take v in Z*, n in
Z2 satisfying F(«) = v. In this case we have the decomposition A(v) = G ' n
= G° • n U G° • m, where «j is in Z2, «z is not in G° • « and F(m) = v.
Thus the multiplicity of the irreducible representation Ux" of S induced by
the character xjx) = exp {2m« • x} of R2 is equal to r(«) = # G° • «/Gz
n G°. Thus r(«) is equal to J4 times the number of nonassociated solutions
of the equation F(X) = F(n). The term nonassociated is used as usual to mean
the number of equivalence classes in G° modulo the action of the group Gz.

A. Quadratic fields and solvable groups. In this section we reformulate
the construction of the previous section replacing the notion of a quadratic
form by the equivalent notion of a quadratic field. This win be done solely
for real quadratic fields.
Let K be a real quadratic field. Denote by 0 the ring of algebraic integers of K and by U1" the group of totally positive units in 0. We note
that in all that follows, the ring 0 could be replaced by any ideal of 0 and
the group U+ by any subgroup of U+.
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Write K = Q(\/d), where d is the discriminant of the quadratic field K.

Let 1 and w be the integral basis of K defined by

c?= 0 mod 4,

(l +y/d/2,

d = 1 mod 4.

In terms of this integral basis, the norm function N of K and the trace function Tr of K can be written as

(r2-(dlA)s2,

d = 0 mod 4,

N(r + sw) =
\r2

Tr(r + sw) =

+rs + ((1 - d)/A)s2,

I2"
(27- +s,

d = 1 mod 4,

<f= 0 mod 4,
cf = 1 mod 4.

By the Dirichlet unit theorem the group U+ is infinite cyclic and, hence,
isomorphic to Z. Let e denote the generator of U+. The group tV+ acts
as a group of ß-vector space automorphisms of K. For t in U+, the corresponding ß-vector space automorphism is given by x —►t • x. Since the eigenvalues of the element considered as a ß-vector space isomorphism of K are
both positive, it follows that U+ lies on a unique one parameter group UR of
R-vector space automorphisms of KR = K ®q R. The ring 0 defines a lattice
in KR which is preserved by U+. Hence U+ is a discrete uniform subgroup
of UR, and relative to any basis of KR coming from an integral basis of 0
we have that U+ consists of integer matrices.
Let S3 denote the unique three-dimensional simply connected solvable
analytic group having the property that adAr53 is not compact. By N we
mean here the nilradical of S3, i.e., the maximal connected normal nilpotent
subgroup of S3. In the case of S3 we have that N = R2 and that S3=N <
R, where R acts faithfully on A as a group of automorphisms.
Set L = 0 <$U+ and S3=KR-$. UR. The group I is a discrete uniform subgroup of S3 by our comments above. Also note that this construction is analogous to the situation in the previous section where we dealt with
the connected component of the orthogonal group of an integral binary quadratic form with negative determinant.
The group S3 can be described in terms of any real quadratic field. The
choice of one real quadratic field to describe S3 determines a choice of a
discrete uniform subgroup L of S3. In fact, we get a family of such discrete
uniform subgroups L of S3 if we allow for the replacement of 0 by any
ideal of 0 and of U+ by any nontrivial subgroup of U+.
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A final word before we begin the analogous investigation to that considered
in §3. Since for x in K the map y —*x • y of K is a ß-linear map of K,
it extends to an Z?-linearmap of KR. Thus the notation x • y is well defined
for x in K and y in KR. Also the trace function on K and the norm
function on K extend naturally to KR. Denote the extensions by the same
symbols used before.
The conventions of measure introduced in §3 are maintained here without
further comment. Let R denote the right regular representation of S3 on
1/ = L2(L\S). The left regular representation of 53 on the space of functions

defined on S3 is still denoted by L.
The program in the following few lemmas is to translate into the language
of quadratic fields the work of the previous section. This being the case, we
shall not give complete details in our arguments but only indicate the translation.
The first step in the translation is to characterize in terms of the trace
map the characters of KR which vanish on 0.

Lemma 5. 77zecharacters of KR which vanish on 0 are of the form
x —►exp {2m'Tr(y • x)} for fixed y in D, where D consists of all those y

in K such that Tr(y • Q)CZ.
Proof. Clearly for y in D the map x —>exp{2mTr(y • x)} is a
character of KR which vanishes on 0.
Let x be a character on KR which vanishes on 0. Then writing x
relative to the integral basis 1 and w, introduced above for K, we have
x(r + sw) = exp{2m'(« • r + m • s)}, where « and m are in Z. It is a simple
computation to show that x(x) = exp {2m Tr(y • x)}, where y is given by
y = (n/2, 2m\d) whenever d = 0 mod 4, and y = (« - m/d, 2m - n/d)
whenever d = 1 mod 4. This completes the proof of the lemma.
The set D is a lattice in K. The following lemma tells us a little more.

Lemma 6. Every element y in D has the property that N(y) is in

(l-AOZ.
Proof. The condition that Tr(y • 0)EZ is equivalent to the requirement that when y=yx +y2w we have 2yx and (y2d/2) in Z for d = 0

mod 4, and 2yx + y2 and yx + ((d + l)/2)y2 in Z when d = 1 mod 4.
In the first case, N(y) =y]~ (y\¡A)d and y =y2d/2 + 2yx(yjd¡2) is an
algebraic integer. Hence the norm of y, which equals d • N(y), is an integer.
The second case is handled in the same way. Thus the lemma is verified.
Let W be the space of all expressions

fix, t) = ¿Z fy(t) exp {2mTr(y - x)},
yeD
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where the fy(t) are meant to be functions on UR satisfying the following
conditions.

1. fs.y(t) =fy(s + t) for all s in U+, t in UR, and where the multiplication in UR has been written additively.
2- ^yeD^D2^fy^2dt <°°. where D2 is a fundamental domain of
UR with respect to U+ as before.
The space W is made into a Hubert space by defining the following
inner product:

(f,g)= Z L fy(t)gjt)dt,
yeD

2

where /= ZyGDfy(t)exp{2mTr(y • x)}, and g= 2yBDgy(t)exp{2mTr(y • x)}.
We state the following lemma whose proof is the same as the corresponding lemma in the previous section.

Lemma7. The map f(x, t) —*■
%y&Dfy(t)exp{2m'Tr(y • x)}, defined
by setting

fy® = Sd f(x' $ exp{_ M Tr<" **)}dx'
where Dx is a fundamental domain for R2 relative to Z2 as before, is a
unitary operator of \l onto W.
The above identification of f and W shaU be implicitly assumed in all

that follows.
For each v in Z+ set A(w) = {x in d: N(x) = v/d}. Observe that
A(u) is not contained in one UR-orbit. Set

A+(u) = {x in A(u):x>0}

and A~(v) = {x in A(u): x < 0}.

Then A(u) = A+(u) U A~(v) and A+(u) lies on a single i7^-orbit. The verification follows exactly as before.
The next lemma translates Lemma 3. The proof is left to the reader.
Lemma 8. 77zespace H+(v) consisting of all expressions of the form

fix, t) =

Z

fyit) exp {2mTr(y • x)},

yeA + (v)

where the fy(t) are taken as functions on UR satisfying the following two
conditions.

1. fs,y(t)=fy(s + t) for all t in Z/+, s i« U+ and y in A+(v).
2. 2
. fD \fy(t)\2dt <°° is an R-invariant subspace of V and,
moreover, we have 1/ = 2„ ©//+([;) (Bh~(v).
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The ideals of K
space H+(v) into the
case u^O.
Take v in Zx.
orbits by A+(u)/t/+.
Each i/+-orbit V of
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will now be used to give a natural decomposition of the
direct sum of R-invariant and irreducible subspaces in

Then U+ acts on A+(v) and we denote the space of
Let r+(v) denote the number of elements in A+(v)/U+.
A+(u) determines a unique fractional ideal J(V) of K

defined by J(V) = (l/p)0, where p is any element in V.
Theorem 2. Let V be in A+(v)/U+ and H+(v, V) be the subspace of
1/ consisting of all those functions f in H+(v) such that Lyf = f for all y
in J(V). Then H+(v, V) is an R-invariant and irreducible subspace of H+(v).
Moreover we have the following:
1. R|ZZ+(u,V) is unitarily equivalent to R\H+(u~,V) is and only if v = v.
2. H*(v) = 'LyH^fy, V), where the sum is taken over all U+-orbits V

in A+(v).
3. The multiplicityof R\H+(v, V) in R equals r+(v).
Proof.

Let V be a U+-orbit in A+(v), J = J(V) the corresponding

fractional ideal given by / = (l/p)ö with p in V. The theorem is a direct
consequence of the claim that the space H*^, V) consists of all those func-

tions of the form

f(x, 0 = Z

/*(«. 0 exp {2mTr(s • p • x)},

seu+

where f*(t) is in L2(UR). This fact is verified as follows. For

f(x, t)=

Z

fy(t) exp {2mTr(y • x)}

y£A+(n)

in H+(v, V) we have (L(j/p)Z/)(x t)=f(x, t) for all Z in 0. It follows
that Tr(y/p) is in Z. Since, moreover, N(y) = N(p), it is clear that yip is
in U+. The statement characterizing H*^, V) is verified and the theorem

follows.
The direction of the preceding two sections has been to define a solvable
Lie group and a discrete uniform subgroup from either a given quadratic form
or quadratic field. We shall now show that every discrete uniform subgroup
of S3 can be defined essentially in this way.
We begin with an example. Let A = (2 j). The eigenvalues of the
matrix A are 3±\/5/2 both real and positive. Hence A lies on a one parameter group A* of matrices. Form the group S3 described as the manifold
R2 x R and whose group operation is given by

(x, t)(x, O = (x 4- Af(x), t 4- f).
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Let L be the discrete uniform subgroup formed by the set Z2 x Z of S3.
The first step is to give the group S3 and its discrete uniform subgroup L in
terms of quadratic fields as before.
The eigenvalues of A we denote by X, X- ', where X is the greatest
one. Let K = Q(yJS). Then X, X-1 are totally positive units in K. Let ux =
1 and «2 = X - 2. Then ux and u2 define an integral basis of 0, and the
matrix of the map x —►Xx relative to the basis ux and «2 is easily seen to
be A. Finally, it is easy to see that the element X generates U+, the group

of totally positive units of K. Hence S3=KR •$ UR and L = 0 "$ U+.
Theorem 3. Let S3 be the three-dimensional simply connected solvable
analytic group such that ad^ S3 is not compact, where N is the nilradical of
S3 as before. Let L be a discrete uniform subgroup of S3. Then there is a
quadratic field K, an ideal A of 0, the ring of algebraic integers in K, and
a nontrivial subgroup Ux of U+, the totally positive units of K, such that

L = A<UX and S3=KR.<U£.
Proof. It is not hard to see that we can write S3=R2 x R and L =
Z2 x Z as before. For details see [2]. Since S3 is connected, adsZ, C SL2(Z).
Hence adR ~L=A,
where A = ("
b.), where a, b, c and d are in Z and
*
vc d'
ad - be = 1. The eigenvalues of A can be written X, X-1 = ^(fuyjd), where
both t and u are in Z. Let K = Q(\/d). Then X, X- x are totally positive
units in K. The elements ux= b and u2 = X - a defined an integral basis
of an ideal A in 0, and the matrix of the ß-linear map x —►x of K is
(a *) relative to this basis. Let Ux be the subgroup of U+ generated by

A. The theorem follows.
5. The Laplacian. Let K = Q(\Jd) be a quadratic field of discriminant
d > 0, 0 its ring of algebraic integers and U+ the totally positive units.
Form S3 = KR <$UR and L = 0 *$ £/+. Denote the right regular represen-

tation of 53 on 1/ = L2(L\S) by R. The object of this section is to define
'a Laplacian' for the quadratic field using the representation R. For the more
general situation see [2].

Take v in Zx and let V be a U+-orbit in A+(v). Consider H+ty, V)
as before. The subspace H*(v, V) consists of the collection of all / in
H+(v, V) where the corresponding f*(t) in the identification of the previous
section are taken to be in C°(UR) n L2(UR). Then H+(v, V) is a dense
subspace of H+(v, V) and every symmetric and nonnegative semidefinite
differential operator of H^,(v, V) extends to a selfadjoint operator of H+(v, V).
The first step in the definition of a Laplacian corresponding to the representation R is to define operators on H*(v, V) corresponding to a basis of
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the Lie algebra of S. Recall 1 and w are taken as an integral basis of K as

before.
Let X_v X_v and X_3 be the operators of H*(v, V) given by

Xj f(x, t) = 2m £

f*(t + s) Tr(t • s • p) exp {2m Tr (s • p • x)},

seu+

X2f(x,t) = 2m Z

f*(t + s)Tr(t • s -p-

w) exp {2mTr(s -p • x)},

seu+

X3f(x, t)=

Z

— f*(t + s) exp {2mTr (s ■p • x)},

set/+

where /(x, r) = ^sGU+f*(t + s)exp{2mTr(s • p • x)} with /*(i)

in C°°(L£)

n L2(i/+).
The proof that the operator defined by A(u, V) = - (X\ + X2 + X\),
a symmetric and nonnegative semidefinite differential operator of H*(v, V),
is the same as in [2].

Finally, the explicit form of A is given by
A(t>,V) = d2/dt2 -g(t)

where g(t) = [Tr(r • p)]2 + [Tr(t • p • w)]2.
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